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The reader can better activate the sexual response of herself or that of a lover after following
steps in this book. Dr. Also, since he developed and was first to accomplish the O-Shot (R)
treatment Orgasm Shot (R), he offers unique insight about how the procedure was invented
and how exactly to know if it could benefit you or someone you love. Runels brings to the
reserve his 23 years of encounter in dealing with and conducting analysis with a large number
of women suffering with sexual and hormonal problems. He also explains the function of the O-
Shot (R) method in rejuvenating the feminine Orgasm System. He also explains feminine
ejaculation, the anatomy of the phenomenon, and how the O-Shot (R) can enhance and
promote that experience. He also explains the components of the "Female Orgasm System" (he
was initially to utilize the term). The last chapter assists the reader make treatment programs for
common sexual problems in women: (1) decreased libido (libido), (2) reduced arousal, (3)
dyspareunia (pain with sexual intercourse), and (4) problems with orgasm. By understanding the
system, including the O-Spot (a fresh idea that he introduced into the medical literature). Also,
observe plans for treatment of bladder control problems and depression and stress and
anxiety.
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An Enlightening Look In the O-Shot Recently my libido has lowered considerably and my
doctor diagnosed me with hypoactive libido disorder and has broached the subject of the O-
shot. Runels' reserve, and understanding the study and technology behind the outcomes of
activating the feminine orgasm system with PRP therapy, I am thrilled to now be able to offer my
patients a successful and successful option. There is help for a far more gratifying sex
existence!. explaining the procedure, the benefits, the causes that require the procedure and
much more. Dr. Runels actually brings the tale of the O-shot into focus with a casual but
informative writing design... My search business lead me to "Activate the Female Orgasm
System: The Tale of O - Shot" and I have to say that it was an enlightening browse that
basically gave me a lot of info and significant amounts of insight in to the benefits and uses of
the task.. Runels' incidental discovery that the O-Shot cures tension urinary incontinence in
females who cannot control urinary leakage is quite significant, since this affects many women
and isn't always successfully treated either medically or surgically. An Enlightening Look Inside
the O-Shot Recently my sexual desire has lowered considerably and my doctor diagnosed me
with hypoactive libido disorder and has broached the main topic of the O-shot.. Runels,
because of this powerful device that educates ladies about their changing bodies and
empowers them to to seek effective and safe treatment. so getting the geek I am I required to
the internet and books to greatly help me get familiar with the task. My search lead me to
"Activate the Female Orgasm System: The Story of O - Shot" and I have to say that it had
been an enlightening go through that really gave me a whole lot of information and significant
amounts of insight into the benefits and uses of the task. Dr. Runels really brings the tale of the
O-shot into focus with a casual but informative writing style.. For many women, the O-shot will
prove to be a "magic pill" that "amps" up their sexual responsiveness. Hugh D. It's a well-
created and easily understandable reserve that helps readers like me become familiar with the
female orgasm system and just why it could end up being precisely what my body must reset
itself and turn my considerably lowered libido disorder into a normal energetic libido.This book
discusses the safety of the materials injected into the female, combined with the outstanding
physical, mental and psychological benefits. Dr Marsha E. I think all providers who look after
women's health, all females and their companions should read this book. When I heard about
the usage of PRP in assisting to improve woman orgasms I was most intrigued. The reserve is
most helpful, it explains the physiology of the female orgasm unlike before. Schultis, MD Assisting
to Improve Womens Lives with the O-Shot! It also explains feminine ejaculation which so many
are in dis-belief that this is a genuine occurrence. He describes the feminine anatomy and the
clitoris in much greater depth than most books and is done in a very tasteful fashion. I agree
that most Doctors don't get this type of training on woman sexuality during their residencies
and that is why so many Doctors aren't ready to ask questions about this topic when caring for
women and women usually do not inquire for assistance in this area. Overall, it was a great go
through that simplified and explained the O-shot in an informative way and provided me a
great deal of perspective for making my choice about the helpful procedure. This gives women
their marriages back... This can really change a relationship when two partners can enjoy
intimacy with the same enthusiasm. Runels tells the story of how he created the O-Shot
procedure. This is a amazing and rather intimate appear at how this innovative physician
developed a secure,non-surgical treatment for just two very distressing, yet common,
complications which plague many women.. In a recently available study of ladies with
documented sexual dysfunction, the O-Shot helped 88% of women treated relieve unpleasant
intercourse and enhance their ability to obtain orgasm. Dr. Overall, it was a great examine that



simplified and explained the O-shot in an informative way and gave me a lot of perspective
for making my choice about the helpful procedure. Although I am a colleague of Dr. Runels and
also have discovered the O-Shot technique from him, I am becoming totally objective when I
would recommend his book. Although the book is short and is a fairly quick read, it really is
packed with a great deal of interesting articles, including clinical case studies of sufferers that
he offers treated. Dr. Runels in addition has included a thorough, yet clear dialogue of the
anatomy and the neurophysiology involved the the feminine sexual response, along with the
aftereffect of hormones and psychological factors on feminine sexuality. explaining the task, the
benefits, the causes that require the task plus much more. Melnick,MD, FACOG Director,
Advanced Fertility Services, New York City This book helps change the sexual lives of women
Great procedure. This is a must examine for every one men and women, the procedure actually
has the capacity to empower women over mastering their very own orgasms and no longer
being overlooked in this area..! Very informative. I really believe it certainly speaks to an
underserved community of women who haven't been told that there are answers to an
unsatisfactory sex life. In this book, Dr. Best device to get individuals to open the floor to
conversations on the subject of sexual health with individuals. This book is a good teaching
tool for my patients This book is highly informative!. I by no means knew some of this." The ebook
provides my patent authorization to become vulnerable and open up. She understands that
she is not unique or alone in experiencing changes in her sexual function, and she understands
that she's options to get back to enjoying her intimate relationships once more. Thank you, Dr..
Five Stars Thank You O-Shot, I have not gotten up at night to move to the toilet since my
Treatment. so becoming the geek I am I had taken to the internet and books to help me get
acquainted with the procedure.. Dr Runnels is among the pioneers actively attempting to
increase the knowledge on Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) and it's many uses and benefits in
dealing with clients.. It's a well-written and easily understandable book that helps visitors like
me become familiar with the female orgasm system and just why it could become just what my
body needs to reset itself and change my considerably lowered libido disorder right into a
normal active libido. Departing these books in my own waiting room for patients to get is one
of the best ways to get them comfortable talking about their sexual health issues. This book is a
superb teaching device for my patients Good job Dr Not only will it "activates the female
orgasmic system", I find that it is also the only real CURE in medical history for women's bladder
control problems. More than once I have heard the statement, "oh my goodness! I give this
process in my practice and will see how this publication will educate all interested and I
believe this concept is long over due. A Therapeutic Breakthrough in the treating Woman
Sexual Dysfunction and Stress BLADDER CONTROL PROBLEMS!either congenital or from child
births. Good job Dr. Runels ! Edmund Chein,MD,JD. Gorens My first knowledge with the O Shot
procedure was for the advice about stress urinary incontinence, I have also found that it can
help with urge incontinence also. I was presented with this book at a training weekend and
was thoroughly intrigued and impressed. Dr Runnels has helped address this issue in his
publication and encouraged individuals to speak up and ask for help. After reading Dr.. I
believe all providers who look after women's health, all ladies and their partners should read
this reserve. Stefanie A. Dr Runels also discusses PRP and the basic safety of using your own
plasma compared to some of the various other non natural substances which were injected
into this region. We hand these books away to our individuals, and the feedback is definitely
always very positive. This reserve is an excellent introduction to what is definitely on the
leading edge in medicine to improve the lives of females. It is extremely informative and clear



to see but still containing information that's backed with scientific evidence.. He is actively
helping to bring developments in modern medicine remedies for sexual dysfunction along with
urinary incontinence in women, all this is without the potentially harmful unwanted effects
because of the use of the patient's personal plasma for the procedure. Many women suffer from
these problems but tend to suffer in silence. Many women also do not knowledge orgasms and
either lie one to the other or do not want to talk about it. As a gynecologist for nearly 30
years struggling to help females with sexual dysfunction and tension urinary incontinence has
been an exceptionally frustrating and unsatisfying work. The O-Shot can be an amazing
technique with amazing results. We have been thankful for the chance to offer this as a
treatment substitute for our patients. Another book by Dr.
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